


The two versions of the receiver shown differ only in the position of the slug assembly 
relative to the base. The horizontal layout provides for convenient slab mounting on a bed
of foam rubber, the vertical slug layout may best use rubber band type suspension. Either 
receiver may be mounted in any attitude desired. Operationally, both receivers perform the
same and both are also equally simple to assemble,

Proper initial operation and continued reliability depend more upon having correct 
voltages available than any other factor. "A" (Filament) voltage must be at least 1.3 
under load to avoid loss of range — check this with both tubes installed and receiver 
switched on (initially do not connect "B" power)."B" (Plate) voltage must be at
least 40 under load (initially, use only 2nd tube in circuit, relay also, and connect A & 
B batteries — with 1st tube out the 2nd will draw maximum current, giving a true load 
condition). Observe voltage readings for at least ten seconds— if they do not hold steady 
above these minimums, replace batteries. Once receiver is operating properly, A & B voltage
checks may be made with both tubes installed and receiver switched on — initial method of 
checking described is only to assure safe procedure while receiver is not adjusted. Two 
penlite cells in parallel is minimum recommend "A" power, two 22 1/2 v. hearing aid type 
cells in series is minimum recommended "B" power.

The antenna is very non-critical as to length and nay be anywhere in the range given. 
However, avoid having the antenna close to and parallel with other wiring — do not bundle 
in with them. Avoid bends or abrupt changes in direction along the antenna length, except 
for a few inches at the receiver end. Vertical or horizontal position of the antenna may 
be used. Hookup wire, enameled wire, or music wire is satisfactory.

Two meter jacks are shown, but only one meter is needed. Initially, so that the 1st stage 
nay be setup without worrying about what is happening in the 2nd, disconnect the 2nd tube.
Connect antenna, both batteries, meter in 1st stage, then switch on receiver while 
watching meter. If the current acts erratic try adjusting the pot to steady the current at
about .5 ma. If no positive setting can be obtained except possibly a sudden jumping up of
current at extreme pot adjustment, the circuit is too sensitive for the tube. Correct by 
sliding the antenna coil away from the screw end of the slug assembly l/8" at a time until
the current steadies and responds smoothly to pot variations. Another tube nay be 
insensitive and require moving the antenna coil toward the screw end of the slug — in any 
case, the best position is just back from the point where erratic idling begins,

Turn transmitter on and adjust slug screw to obtain lowest current — should be .1 ma or 
less. If current will not drop this low, particularly if shifting the antenna coil forward
does not bring on erratic idling, the tube probably requires "ageing" by high idling at 
between 1 and 2 ma for 15 minute periods until it responds properly when signalled. Or, 
the tube may be used in the 2nd stage until it gets enough operating time to come around. 
When 1st stage is operating correctly, change meter to the 2nd stage and connect 2nd tube.
Once set, 1st stage will not change during check of 2nd.

Note 2nd stage idling — if not at zero or less than .1 ma, and is erratic with tendency to
jump up, case antenna coil back slightly until 2nd tube idles with no jumping up for at 
least a minute. Upon signal, the 2nd tube should jump to about 2 ma if an 8k relay is 
used, or about 2.5 ma with a 5k relay. Final bench receiver check should be made by 
swapping meter from one stage to the other, noting each stage's idling and signal response
and making final antenna coil shift, if necessary, for best compromise. When satisfied, 
spot glue coil to place — it will not have to be reset for several hours of operation. 
Lastly, make a range check — at least 100 yards from the transmitter — and make final 
tuning adjustment, if necessary. Also, be sure relay pull-in setting is at least .2 ma 
under normal maximum 2nd stage current — check this with the 2nd stage pot. This pot is 
optional but is recommended as a convenience feature.
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